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ABSTRACT
Treatment of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) remains challenging. Enhancement of anti-tumor responses
by blocking negative immune regulators is a promising strategy for novel effective leukemia therapeu-
tics. V-domain Ig suppressor of T-cell activation (VISTA) is a recently defined negative regulator mediat-
ing immune evasion in cancer. To investigate the effect of VISTA on anti-leukemia immune response in
AML, we initiated a study using clinical samples collected from AML patients. Here we report that VISTA
is highly expressed on myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) in the peripheral blood of AML
patients. Both the frequency and intensity of VISTA expression on MDSCs are significantly higher in
newly diagnosed AML than in healthy controls. Importantly knockdown of VISTA by specific siRNA
potently reduced the MDSCs-mediated inhibition of CD8 T cell activity in AML, suggesting a suppressive
effect of VISTA on anti-leukemia T cell response. Furthermore, we observed a strong positive association
between MDSC expression of VISTA and T cell expression of PD-1 in AML. These results support the
strategy of VISTA-targeted treatment for AML and underscore the strong potential for combined
blockade of VISTA and PD-1 pathways in effective leukemia control.
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Introduction

Despite considerable efforts, the prognosis of acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) remains poor with 5-year survival of only
25%. Current mainstream management involves cytotoxic
chemotherapy and allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation. However these high risk therapeutic approaches
are often not feasible for elderly patients with multiple co-
morbidities. Since the median age of AML at initial diagnosis
is 67, novel effective and better-tolerated leukemia therapy is
clearly an unmet need.

Immunotherapy is an attractive strategy for cancer treat-
ment due to their relatively convenient administration and
better tolerability profile. Studies using reagents inhibiting
negative immune regulatory pathways, such as programmed
cell death protein 1 (PD-1), have achieved great success.1-3

Blockade antibodies against PD-1 or PD-ligand 1 (PD-L1)
have been FDA-approved for treating multiple solid tumors
and Hodgkin lymphoma. Several studies including ours have
demonstrated an involvement of PD-1 and other inhibitory
pathways in AML progression.4-10 Clinical trials investigating
the safety and efficacy of PD-1 antibodies in AML are under-
way. Although promising, tumors may use multiple inhibitory
pathways to evade immune attack and a large proportion of
patients do not benefit from targeting this single checkpoint

molecule. Identification of additional inhibitory pathways is
pivotal to the success of this strategy.

V-domain Ig suppressor of T-cell activation (VISTA), also
designated as PD-1H, is a recently defined negative regulator
mediating immune evasion in cancer11-14. Expression of
VISTA is restricted to the hematopoietic system and high on
myeloid cells11. Both antigen presenting cells (APCs) and T
cells express VISTA and it exerts functions of ligands as well
as receptors11,15,16. Interestingly different from the expression
pattern of PD-1 ligand, detection of VISTA on tumor cells is
minimal.14 In mouse models of multiple solid tumors, over-
expression of VISTA in tumor cells significantly increases
tumor growth. Consistently blockade antibody against
VISTA enhances anti-tumor T cell response and reduces the
tumor progression. Combined inhibition of both VISTA and
PD-1 pathways synergistically improves anti-tumor T cell
activity.14,17 These observations suggest a strong therapeutic
potential of targeting VISTA for optimal tumor control. To
investigate the effect of VISTA on anti-leukemia immune
response in AML, we initiated a study using clinical samples
collected from AML patients. Here we report that VISTA is
highly expressed on myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSCs) and mediates an inhibition of CD8 T cell response
in AML. Our findings provide a strong rationale of targeting
VISTA for effective leukemia treatment.
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Results

VISTA is highly expressed on MDSCs in peripheral blood
from AML patients

To determine the involvement of VISTA in the pathogenesis
of AML, we initiated a study to investigate the expression of
VISTA on each cell component in AML. PBMCs collected
from 30 patients with newly diagnosed AML were assessed by
flow cytometry. The clinical and demographic information of
the patients are summarized in Table 1. Patient age ranged
from 19 to 86 with a median age of 66.5 years old. There was
wide variation in the white blood cell (WBC) count and
percentage of blasts at initial diagnosis. The risk stratification
based on cytogenetic features18 was shown. The majority of
patients carry intermediate (40%) or high risk (56.7%), only 1
patient (3.3%) was categorized with favorable risk. Consistent
with previous reports that VISTA is highly upregulated on
myeloid-derived cells,11,15 we observed high expression of
VISTA on monocytes (gated on CD45+CD11b+CD14hi/lo)
and myeloid leukemia blasts (gated by CD45int, CD45 versus
SSC, Figure 1). Although highly heterogeneous within the
cohort, the majority of patients express significant level of
VISTA on their MDSCs (mean frequency 54.26 ± 5.016,
Figure 1A). Of note, when the evaluation was extended to T
cells, we found minimal expression of VISTA on CD8, CD4,
or regulatory T cells (Treg) in AML patients (Figure 1).

MDSCs are increased in patients with newly diagnosed
AML

MDSCs are myeloid cells with a strong immunosuppressive
activity19. Our observation that VISTA is highly expressed on
MDSCs in AML patients led our focus to the effect of VISTA
and MDSCs on the immune evasion in AML. We first quan-
tified the MDSCs in peripheral blood from patients with
newly diagnosed AML. Samples from 10 healthy donors
were tested as controls. MDSCs are generally characterized
by CD11b+ CD33+ HLA-DR− phenotype (Figure 2A). They
are further defined into two distinct subsets: monocytic
MDSCs (CD15−) and granulocytic MDSCs (CD15+)19. Our

studies focused on monocytic MDSCs as granulocytic compo-
nents were largely excluded during the processing of PBMCs
that were used in all of our studies. Consistent with findings
in recent reports, the numbers of MDSCs in AML patients
were significantly higher than that of healthy controls
(0.4687 ± 0.2036 × 109 vs. 0.0075 ± 0.0026 × 109,
p = 0.0013, Figure 2B). In addition, comparing the MDSCs
in newly diagnosed AML to that from the same patients who
recovered from induction chemotherapy and achieved com-
plete remission (largely leukemia-free), we observed a signifi-
cantly lower number of MDSCs in the blood of patients at
complete remission (0.0038 ± 0.0013 × 109 vs. 0.1081 ±
0.04822 × 109, p = 0.0122, Figure 2C). This data demonstrates
a possible impact of MDSCs on AML pathogenesis.

VISTA is up-regulated on MDSCs in AML patients
compared with healthy controls

We next examined the expression of VISTA onMDSCs in AML
patients vs. healthy controls. Flow cytometry analysis was per-
formed on PBMCs. Expression of VISTA on MDSCs gated by
CD11b+ CD33+ HLA-DR− was evaluated. As shown in
Figure 3A, the frequency of VISTA+ cells among MDSCs from
AML patients was significantly higher than that from healthy
controls (mean frequency 54.26%±5.02% vs. 33.28%±4.89%,
p = 0.0262, Figure 3B). Consistently, the mean florescence
intensity (MFI) of VISTA is significantly higher in AML
(Figure 3C). This observation indicates an involvement of
VISTA in the immunosuppressive effect by MDSCs in AML.

VISTA knockdown diminished the inhibition of CD8 T cell
activity by MDSCs in AML

To assess the effect of MDSCs on CD8 T cell response in
AML, we performed a CFSE-based proliferation assay to test
the proliferation ability of CD8 T cells upon in vitro stimula-
tion with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28. CD8 T cells were purified
from PBMCs from AML patients. Autologous MDSCs were
FACS sorted based on the phenotype of CD45+CD11b+

CD33+ HLA-DR−. Adding MDSCs into the co-culture system
with the ratio of MDSCs: CD8 T cells as 1:1 significantly
decreased CD8 T cell proliferation (Figure 4A), demonstrating
an inhibitory effect of MDSCs on CD8 T cell function in
AML. To investigate the contribution of VISTA in the
MDSC-mediated inhibition of CD8 T cell activity in AML,
we used a specific siRNA to knock down VISTA expression in
MDSCs from AML patients (Figure 4B). In the CD8 prolif-
eration assay with the presence of autologous MDSCs from
AML patients, we observed a significant increase of CD8 T
cell proliferation after VISTA knockdown in MDSCs
(Figure 4C). These data demonstrate a pivotal role for
VISTA in MDSC-mediated suppression of CD8 T cell
response in AML patients.

VISTA expression on MDSCs positively correlates with the
frequency of PD-1 on T cells in AML

To determine the association between immune regulations by
VISTA and other inhibitory pathways in AML, we performed

Table 1. Clinical feature of the AML patients

Total (n=30)
Age, y
Median 66.5
Range 19-86

Gender
Male 15
Female 15

WBC, ×109/L
Median 44.47
Range 1.21-403

PB blasts (%)
Median 47.65
Range 0-97.2

Absolute blasts count, ×109/L
Median 17.24
Range 0-391.72

Cytogenetics
Favorable 1
Intermediate 12
Adverse 17

Abbreviation: WBC, white blood cell; PB, peripheral blood.
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multi-channel flow cytometry analysis. In addition to the expres-
sion of VISTA on MDSCs, the expression of other negative
receptors on T cells was assessed on samples from the same
AML patients. Several well-known T cell inhibitory receptors
including PD-1, T-cell immunoglobulin domain and mucin
domain 3 (TIM-3), and T cell immunoglobulin and immunor-
eceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM) domain (TIGIT)
were examined. We found no correlation between the expression
of VISTA on MDSCs and the T cell expression of TIGIT and
TIM-3 (Figure 5 A & B). Strikingly, we observed a tight positive
correlation between the percentages of VISTA-expressing
MDSCs and that of PD-1-expressing T cells including CD8,

CD4, and Treg (Figure 5C). This data indicates a potential
synergistic effect of VISTA and PD-1 pathways in the suppres-
sive immune regulation in AML.

No significant association was detected between VISTA
expression on MDSCs and clinical outcome in AML
patients

Based on the level of VISTA expression on MDSCs, we defined
high-VISTA vs. low-VISTA subgroups in the AML patients. The
median level (58.7%) of VISTA expression on MDSCs of the 30
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Figure 1. VISTA is highly expressed on MDSCs in peripheral blood from AML patients. PBMCs were isolated from peripheral blood of patients with newly
diagnosed AML (n = 30). The expression of VISTA on leukemic blasts, myeloid cells (monocytes and MDSCs) and T cells (CD4, CD8 T cells and Treg) was assessed by
flow cytometry. (A) Histograms display the representative flow cytometry data. (B) Summary plot of VISTA expression on indicated subsets, each square represents
data from an individual patient. P values were obtained by the unpaired t test or Mann-Whitney test.
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AML patients evaluated in our study was used as the cutoff value.
We analyzed clinical characteristics and found no significant
difference between the two groups in age, gender, WBC, blast
percentage, and cytogenetic features (Data not shown). In order
to evaluate the association of VISTA to clinical outcome, we
assessed the rate of complete remission after induction che-
motherapy and didn’t appreciate a significant difference between
the high- vs. low-VISTA subgroups (84.6% vs. 63.6%, p = 0.237,
Figure 6A). In addition, both disease-free survival (DFS) and
overall survival (OS) were analyzed. With a median follow up of
27.6 months, we observed no difference in either DFS or OS
between the high- vs. low-VISTA subgroups of AML patients
(Figure 6B & C).

Discussion

In this study, we performed a comprehensive analysis for the
effect of VISTA on the immune response in AML. Using
blood samples from a large cohort of patients with AML, we
discovered that VISTA is highly expressed on MDSCs in the
peripheral blood of AML patients. Both the frequency and
intensity of VISTA expression on MDSCs are significantly
higher in newly diagnosed AML than in healthy controls.
Importantly knockdown of VISTA potently reduced the
MDSCs-mediated inhibition of CD8 T cell activity in AML.
To our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate the
upregulation of VISTA in the leukemia microenvironment
and its strong immunosuppressive activity in AML. The result
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Figure 2. MDSCs are increased in patients with newly diagnosed AML. (A) The gating strategy for MDSCs (CD45+Lin-CD11b+CD33+HLA-DR-) in AML patients by
flow cytometry. (B) The absolute number of MDSCs in healthy control (n = 10) vs. AML patients (n = 30) are shown. (C) The absolute number of MDSCs in patients
with newly diagnosed AML (n = 12) and the same patients when they achieved complete remission are shown. P values were obtained by Mann-Whitney test and
the paired t test.
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of our study has significant clinical impact. In multiple mouse
models of solid tumors, VISTA blockade significantly
improved anti-tumor T cell response and reduced the tumor
growth.14 Anti-human blockade antibodies for VISTA have
been made available. Early phase clinical trials testing their
safety and efficacy in treating patients with solid tumors are
currently being implemented. Our findings that VISTA is a
negative immune modulator in AML suggest a strong poten-
tial of VISTA-targeted therapeutic approach for effective leu-
kemia therapeutics.

MDSCs are an important cell component in the tumor
microenvironment that negatively modulate anti-tumor T
cell response.20-22 It has been well recognized, in studies of
both pre-clinical and clinical samples, that MDSCs are
enriched in the tumor infiltrated tissue in solid tumors.23,24

In addition, significant expansion of MDSCs in peripheral
blood has been reported in patients with multiple myeloma,
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic
leukemia.25-27 However studies on the contributions of
MDSCs to the pathogenesis of AML are scarce. One report

showed a significant increase of MDSCs in the bone marrow
of AML patients at initial diagnosis and an association of high
MDSCs with minimal residual disease.28 A more recent study
demonstrated a higher frequency of MDSCs in the peripheral
blood of AML patients and the expansion of MDSCs is driven
by leukemia-derived extracellular vesicles.29 In line with these
findings, we observed an enhanced presence of monocytic
MDSCs in the peripheral blood of AML patients. The number
of MDSCs was significantly reduced in patients achieving
complete remission after induction chemotherapy. These
observations highlight the critical suppressive role of MDSCs
in the tumor microenvironment of AML. MDSCs can exert
the inhibition of T cell activation through multiple mechan-
isms including 1) depleting amino acids that are essential for
T cell proliferation by overproduction of arginase 1 (ARG1);30

2) causing the loss of T cell receptor by releasing oxidizing
molecules (e.g. iNOS) and generating oxidative stress;31,32 3)
inducing the development of Treg;33-36 and 4) impairing T
cell migration by down regulating trafficking related surface
molecules.37-39 In our study, we discovered that VISTA is
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Figure 3. VISTA is up-regulated on MDSCs in AML patients compared with healthy controls. VISTA expression on MDSCs from healthy controls and patients
with newly diagnosed AML was assessed by flow cytometry. (A) Representative flow data shows the VISTA expression on MDSCs. (B) Statistical summary of the
frequency of VISTA+ MDSCs in healthy control (n = 10) vs. AML patients (n = 30). (C) Mean florescence intensity (MFI) of VISTA on MDSCs. P values were obtained by
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highly expressed on MDSCs and knockdown of VISTA sig-
nificantly diminished the MDSC-mediated inhibition of T cell
proliferation. This finding suggests that upregulation of
VISTA might be an additional mechanism for the immuno-
suppressive activity of MDSCs, offering a novel strategy of
blocking VISTA to normalize MDSCs for cancer
immunotherapy.

Of note, we observed significant expression of VISTA on
leukemic blasts in AML patients. In multiple models of solid
cancers, VISTA was only detected on leukocytes, but not on
tumor cells, within the tumor microenvironment.14 However
in a recent study examining clinical samples from a large
cohort of patients with gastric cancer, expression of VISTA
in tumor cells was observed in a small portion (41/464, 8.8%)
of patients.The expression of VISTA was exclusively cytoplas-
matic in the tumor cells.40 In our study we detected significant
surface expression of VISTA on the circulating leukemia cells
in peripheral blood from AML patients. This might be related
to the myeloid origin of the AML as VISTA is highly
expressed on myeloid cells. Further investigation is required
to determine whether VISTA expression on leukemia cells
interferes with other immune components within the tumor
microenvironment and contributes to tumor progression. In a
recent study using a mouse model of AML, when PD-1H
(VISTA)-expressing murine myeloid leukemia cells were
injected into wild type vs. PD-1H knock out mice, the leuke-
mia growth in vivo was reduced in PD-1H knock out mice.

Leukemia growth was further diminished by PD-1H blocking
antibody.41 These observations suggest that PD-1H (VISTA)
on both AML and host cells can cause immune evasion.
Therefore the effect of VISTA in AML might be unique,
highlighting a strong potential of VISTA-targeted treatment
for AML.

Our finding that expression of VISTA is positively cor-
related with PD-1 expression on T cells in AML is highly
clinically relevant. Although promising, we have learned
from the studies in solid tumors that clinical response to
anti-PD-1 is only about 18–40%.42 Tumors may use a vari-
ety of inhibitory pathways to evade immune attack.
Combinational treatment targeting multiple suppressive
mechanisms is an attractive strategy to improve cancer
immunotherapy. In fact, a large clinical study has demon-
strated that combining antibodies blocking CTLA-4 and
PD-1 is superior to single agent in treating melanoma
patients.43 It has been shown that VISTA and PD-1 exert
non-redundant immune regulatory functions and synergis-
tically regulate T-cell responses.17 Combined blockade using
monoclonal antibodies specific for VISTA and PD-L1
achieved optimal tumor-clearing therapeutic efficacy in
murine tumor models.14 Our data indicate an involvement
of both VISTA and PD-1 pathways in the immune evasion
in AML, therefore combinational treatment targeting these
two inhibitory pathways may lead to a successful leukemia
control and improve the clinical outcome.
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We didn’t appreciate a significant association of VISTA
expression level on MDSCs to the clinical outcome among the
cohort of AML patients in our study. The rate of complete
remission after induction chemotherapy, DFS, and OS were
comparable between patients expressing high vs. low level of
VISTA on their MDSCs. The small sample size may have
limited the capacity of detecting the potential difference.
Alternatively, modulation of VISTA alone might not be domi-
nant enough to directly dictate the clinical outcome.
Nevertheless, further study in a larger cohort of patients will
help to conclude whether VISTA can be used as a prognostic
and/or predictive biomarker for AML.

In summary, our study demonstrates that VISTA has sig-
nificant immunosuppressive activity in AML. Patients with
newly diagnosed AML display increased expression of VISTA
on MDSCs, and VISTA is critical for the MDSC-mediated
CD8 T cell response. Importantly VISTA expression is

positively associated with T cell expression of PD-1. These
results support the development of a VISTA-targeted strategy
and underscore the strong potential for combined blockade of
VISTA and PD-1 pathways in effective AML treatment.

Patients and methods

Patients

Peripheral blood samples of AML patients were from the
tissue bank maintained by the Penn State Hershey Cancer
Institute of Penn State University College of Medicine
(Hershey, PA). The study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Penn State University College of Medicine.
Full informed consent was obtained from all patients. Samples
from 30 patients (15 males and 15 females with the median
age 66.5 years, range, 19–86 years) with diagnosis of AML per
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WHO classification were used in the study. Samples of 10
healthy volunteers (4 male and 6 females, median age
59 years, range 49–72 years) obtained as controls.

Immunofluorescence staining and flow cytometric
analysis

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were incubated
with directly conjugated mAbs for 30 minutes at 4 ℃. The cells
were then washed before flow cytometric analysis. Monoclone
Abs used were anti-human CD3-BV605, CD45-BV786, CD14-
BV711, HLA-DR-Percp-Cy5.5, CD11b-AF700, Linage (CD19,
CD20, CD56, CD40)-FITC, CD4-BV711, CD8 APC-H7, CD25-
PE, CD127-BV510, PD-1-BV421, CD-45RA-AF700 (BD
Biosciences), VISTA-AF647 (R&D Systems), CD33-APC-cy7
(eBioscience). Data acquisition was performed on a LSR
Fortessa flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and data analysis was
performed using FlowJo Software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR, USA).

CFSE staining and T-cell proliferation assay

CD8 T cells were isolated from PBMCs using positive selec-
tion with the EasySep Human CD8-Positive Selection Kit
(StemCell Technologies). Then CD8 T cells were labeled
with 1 µmol/L carboxyfluorescein-diacetate succinimidyl
ester (CFSE, Invitrogen). A total of 1 × 105 CFSE-labeled

CD8 T cells were cultured with autologous MDSCs (FACS
sorted based on the phenotype of CD11+ CD33+ HLA-DR−)
with the ratio of MDSCs: CD8 T cells as 1:1, in anti-CD3
(5 µg/mL, functional grade, clone OKT3) coated plates in the
presence of soluble anti-CD28 (5 µg/ml, functional grade,
clone CD28.2) in RPMI-1640–supplemented medium. After
72 hours, cells were collected. Proliferation of CFSE-labeled
cells were assessed by flow cytometry.

SiRNA transfection

SMART-pool Accell VISTA siRNA, Accell Non-targeting
Pool and Accell siRNA delivery media were obtained from
GE Dharmacon RNA Technologies (GE Dharmacon,
Lafayette, CO, USA). Transfection of MDSCs with siRNA
was performed according to the manufacturer’s instruction.
These siRNAs were transfected at a final concentration of
2 μM in a 96-well tissue culture plate with Accell delivery
media for 72 hours. VISTA expression on MDSCs was mea-
sured by flow cytometry.

Statistical analysis

GraphPad5 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla,CA, USA) or SPSS
23.0 (IBM Corporation) were used for statistical analysis. For
data distributed normally, the comparison of variables was
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performed using unpaired or paired (where specified)
Student’s t test. For data not distributed normally, the com-
parison of variables was performed with a Mann-Whitney U
test or a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for unpaired and paired
data, respectively. Comparisons of patient characteristics were
analyzed using Fisher exact test (categorical variables) or
Willcoxon-rank sum test (continuous variables). To evaluate
correlation, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were used. For
overall survival, Kaplan-Meier was used. All tests are two-
tailed with P < 0.05 considered statistically significant.
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